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Abstract—In order to develop a valid wireless Internet of things system, a 
wireless Internet of things framework based on mobile Internet is designed. The 
architecture of the Internet of things determines the architecture of the Internet 
of things business platform. There is no uniform standard for the architecture of 
the Internet of things service platform. The Internet of things business platform 
is mostly in an isolated state. The platform uses the common information man-
agement platform of Internet websites to manage mobile internet. Combined 
with the technologies of perception, identification and network transmission in 
the Internet of things technology, it is a content management Web management 
information system with both B/S (Browser/Server) and C/S structure (Cli-
ent/Server). The platform can operate anywhere, and can give full play to the 
processing capacity of the client PC, and greatly reduce the application server 
running data load. The experimental results show that compared with the cen-
tralized database system, in the same piece of redundant condition, when the 
test table data is greater than the 1 million and the concurrent number is 100, 
the distributed database system has shorter concurrent query time and faster 
system response rate. Based on the above finding, it is concluded that wireless 
Internet of things technology based on mobile Internet will promote the devel-
opment of the whole logistics industry and other related industries. 
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1 Introduction 

The architecture of Internet of things has not yet formed a unified standard. At pre-
sent, the industry is relatively recognized by a three-layer structure such as perception 
layer, network layer and application layer [1]. The architecture of the Internet of 
things determines the architecture of the Internet of things business platform. There is 
no uniform standard for the architecture of the Internet of things service platform [2]. 
In accordance with the Internet of things application platform business, it is divided 
into identity related business, information gathering business, anti-awareness services 
and ubiquitous services [3]. At present, the practical application of the research is 
similar intelligent logistics and intelligent transportation, while the Internet of things 
business platform is mostly in an isolated state [4]. Therefore, the current Internet of 
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things users want to use a variety of business needs on a platform, which pushes the 
Internet of things business platform toward the direction of the ubiquitous business 
platform [5]. 

2 Literature review 

At present, RFID is a mainstream technology with mature technology and exten-
sive commercial applications. Today, the three mainstream technology standards 
systems in the international community include EPC Global, Ubiquitous ID Center 
and the ISO standard system [6]. At present, the research field of RFID technology 
mainly involves antenna type design, frequency selection, anti-collision isolation 
technology, security authentication and privacy protection [7]. According to the fre-
quency, RFID technology can be divided into two major categories: 13.56 M and 2.45 
G. In the mainstream industry applications, such as banks, buses and other industries 
also adopted the 13.56 M RFID technology, which is the most mature RFID technol-
ogy applications [8]. 

Currently, the networking application based on RFID has a better development in 
China, while the project oriented by government is the main force to promote the 
development of RFID. In this paper, a web based information publishing platform for 
Internet of things is designed [9]. RFID and WSN technology are used to realize the 
perception of Internet of things and achieve data acquisition [10]. WAMP tools are 
used to build the Internet of things server platform and complete the information 
through browser and remote client [11]. With the mobile Internet technology, this 
paper designs and implements the mobile Internet client platform and mobile client 
access which is connected with the Internet of things application platform [12]. The 
open interface provided by the WeChat platform is used to realize the interaction 
between the WeChat platform and the Internet of things application platform data-
base, and complete the interconnection and intercommunication of the mobile Internet 
and the Internet of things [13]. 

3 Method  

3.1 Sensing and recognition section 

RFID is a contactless two-way communication switching, which uses radio fre-
quency to communicate data for identification purposes. Generally, the short distance 
passive radio frequency card can replace the barcode because of its large amount of 
information, and the minimum identification distance of the passive RFID tag can 
reach tens of meters [14]. In a broad sense, a system that performs the basic functions 
of RFID consists of two parts: electronic tag and reader. As shown in figure 1, micro 
antennas that transmit radio frequency signals between tags and readers are integrated 
within the reader and electronic tag. 
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Fig. 1. Flexible multi-tier data processing and storage model based on Cloud Computing 

Interface means the interface between the read and write device and the application 
computer. The RFID interface includes RS232, RJ45 (Ethernet), and 802.11 WLAN 
(wireless networks). In general, the RFID manufacturer provides the relevant inter-
face software when it offers the product size to the user. But for the Internet of things 
platform system, the openness of the computer interface can be exploited because the 
manufacturer provides the software closeness limit. As long as the interface data 
stream is not encrypted two times, you can write the third -party software to obtain 
the relevant fields in the data stream of the interface, so as to obtain interactive infor-
mation. A complete RFID application platform includes: RFID identification system, 
computer processing system and other functional auxiliary electronic information 
systems. 

3.2 Perceptual data storage and transmission 

Distributed Data Base (DDB) is a combination of network technology and tradi-
tional database technology. In recent years, the research focus in the field are: A fast 
algorithm for mining association rules based on distributed database, a secure mining 
algorithm based on reduced frequent pattern sets and association rules, dynamic seri-
alizable scheduling algorithm based on traffic flow [15]. As shown in Figure 2, a 
distributed database is a traditional database that is scattered across every node of the 
computer network. At the logical level, the databases that are distributed across the 
nodes belong to the same set of data. The management system based on the distribut-
ed database supports the establishment of distributed database, the use and mainte-
nance of the database. It includes many functions, such as distributed local data man-
agement, distributed data scheduling management, communication between network 
data nodes and distributed data dictionary management. Compared to traditional data-
base technology, distributed database mining technology combines with network 
communication technology, artificial intelligence technology, distributed computing, 
parallel computing technology and so on. It has become the trend of the current data-
base technology development, and is the main characteristic direction of the database 
development in the Internet of things. 

For the distributed database system, it is necessary to specify the site of the trans-
action  execution  when the allocation  algorithm is used.  By analyzing the query cost 
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Fig. 2. Distributed database system 

model of the distributed database, a transaction classification deployment strategy 
is proposed. Hierarchical clustering algorithm is used to classify query transactions 
and deploy similar transaction to the same site. In the process of clustering, query 
matrix and similarity matrix are constructed for query transaction, and the execution 
time of query transaction is reduced. The experimental results show that compared 
with the centralized database system, in the same piece of redundant condition, when 
the test table data is greater than the 1 million and the concurrent number is 100, the 
distributed database system has shorter concurrent query time and faster system re-
sponse rate. 

3.3 Information publishing platform of Internet of things 

The implementation of the B/S structure in the Internet of things information plat-
form: As long as users install a browser (Browser) on the client, the server will also 
install the appropriate database software. In this structure, the user interface is fully 
implemented through the Web browser, and part of the transaction logic is imple-
mented on the sweet side. However, the main transaction logic is implemented on the 
server side. The browser interacts with the data bank through the Web server. 

The index of the Internet of things publishing platform is to reduce the workload of 
updating and maintaining the Internet of things information. By introducing the Inter-
net of things database, the updating and maintenance of the Internet of things system 
is simplified to the standardized format uploading of the data, so as to speed up the 
information transmission of the Internet of things and keep the influence of the pub-
lishing system. 

The task of system analysis is to determine the system requirements by analyzing 
the Internet of things, the perception layer, the information categories and functions, 
and collecting large amounts of information.  

As shown in Figure 3, the front desk provides platform information access and 
query, according to functional categories, it mainly includes: Internet of things infor-
mation list, display, list content, keyword inquiry and detailed information, and ad-
ministrator user login. The background function is the main processing direction of 
the platform, including IOT category management, information content management, 
and background admin user logout. 
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Table 1.  The event table of the Internet of things publishing platform 

Events Trigger User source Action Response 
New zone information for 
workstation 

Add the zone 
information administrator Add zone infor-

mation 
Increased database area 
information 

Updated zone information 
for workstation 

Modify the 
zone infor-
mation 

administrator Modify zone 
information 

Updated database area 
information 

Deleted zone information 
for workstation 

Delete the zone 
information administrator Delete zone 

information Deleted zone information 

Newly increased zone 
information for work-
station 

Add the zone 
information administrator Add zone infor-

mation 
Increased database zone 
information 

Updated zone information 
for workstation 

Modify the 
zone infor-
mation 

administrator Modify zone 
information Updated zone information 

Deleted zone information 
for workstation 

Delete the zone 
information administrator Delete zone 

information Deleted zone information 

Browse all content View all con-
tent everyone View all content 

List header information in 
the corresponding data 
table 

Keyword view 
Query content 
related to 
keywords 

everyone Query keywords 
List the key related title 
information in the corre-
sponding data table 

Classification view Select a region 
category everyone Filter zone infor-

mation 

List relevant region header 
information in the corre-
sponding data table 

check the detail infor-
mation View details everyone Show detailed 

entry information 

List the contents of the 
corresponding information 
in the data table 

log in system 
Fill in 
username and 
password 

administrator Login system Check the username and 
password in the database 

Log off system Select logout 
function administrator Logout system logout 

Platform front desk 
function (all users)

The information 
list is displayed

Information 
fuzzy query

Internet of 
things detailed 

information

Platform background 
function (workstation 

administrator)

Regional 
information 
management

System functions

Internet of Things 
Information 
Management

Log in and 
log out

 
Fig. 3. Data table information flow of Internet of things distribution platform 
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4 Result and discussion 

The Internet of things platform perception system consists of wireless sensor net-
work system and RFID system. Implementation details and testing procedures of two 
identification aware systems are described below.  

4.1 Wireless sensor network system test 

The implementation of CC2430 solutions in wireless sensor networks is presented 
in this paper. The sensor network is composed of frequency division multiple access. 
That is to say, nodes transmit their sensing information at different radio frequency 
points and occupy respective channel frequency points and Sink nodes respectively. 
By modifying their frequency points, sink nodes obtain the perception of each sub 
node by time division multiplexing. 

The RFID system used in this paper is based on TI Corporation multi protocol 
transceiver chip S6700 and ISO/IEC15693 standard card reader. The ISO/lEC 15693 
corresponding card is a contactless integrated circuit remote card (VICC), which has a 
further read distance than a near coupling card (PICC). The interface circuit is the 
communication circuit between the reader and the background database, and the 
common reader interface circuit has RS485, RS232 and other interfaces. This design 
uses the RS232 interface. 

4.2 Module testing of Internet of things publishing platform 

The Internet of things publishing platform mainly aims at the platform page struc-
ture and the logical jump design, and carries on the onstage page design around the 
backstage database. The main front page includes: landing pages, Internet information 
release, network information classification, see page and add / modify the shell sur-
face, browse and other sectors, these different sectors constitute the networking plat-
form. 

As described in the previous section, all permissions control does not separate the 
administrator and user's browsing pages into two systems. The method used is to 
check all of the background scripts before they are executed. Whether there is user 
login information in the Session file management of server port. The administrator 
user enters the correct user name and password, and the system server puts the user 
information into the Session file, thus realizing the landing of the state. Editing and 
deleting functionality implementations are also using similar forms. In the edit and 
delete place, the conditional statement that determines the login status is inserted, and 
the feedback of the login status and function is realized. 

4.3 Results  

This chapter demonstrates the implementation of the sub module as shown in the 
previous section. First, the debugging process and the result display process of the 
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perceptron layer wireless sensor network and the RFID system are described. The 
perception layer of the Internet of things consists of many sensors and recognition 
devices, and the perception of the physical world is varied. But the ultimate goal is to 
get the perception from the physical world into digital signals. By testing both the 
wireless sensor network and the RFID system, the physical signals are converted into 
digital quantities and uploaded to the control computer. 

Then, in the application layer of the Web browser access to the Internet of things 
application platform, its database interface and background operations were analyzed 
and displayed. This is the C/S structure module test based on the Internet server archi-
tecture. As the Internet of things information platform, browser / server mode is an 
indispensable way. Through the Web browser, the access data of the Internet of things 
server is continually updated, modified and deleted. This is the most convenient way 
for any remote control system or user to access the browser. 

Finally, the basic functions are displayed for the Android client and WeChat public 
account of Mobile Internet side. This part caters to the rapid development and expan-
sion of the mobile internet. With the gradual deepening of the commercial process of 
4G, more mobile Internet will emerge, and combine with the Internet of things to 
form an extended application. 

5 Conclusion  

The structure of the Internet of things application platform is introduced, and the 
common underlying system of two sensor layers is described in wireless sensor net-
work and RFID system. By analyzing the technical characteristics and requirements 
of the Internet of things, network layer, application layer and network layer, the func-
tion and structure of a complete application platform are obtained. 

In the next few years, the ubiquitous network society, which is realized through the 
Internet of things technology, will enter the actual application stage. In recent years, 
RFID technology will be used in the mainstream retail industry. With the develop-
ment of this scene, a large number of objects will be addressable. Network access 
based on IP will promote the first large-scale applications of Internet of things. As 
long as the Internet of things has developed towards the existing route and properly 
regulated in the process of development, there will be broad prospects for the Internet 
of things, and even realize the third wave of the world's information industry". 
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